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Rksumk. Des fluctuations, spdcifiquement relides I la relaxation interne en dent de scie, ont dtd

observdes sur le tokamak TFR en analysant la densitd fluctuante par diffusion de la lumidre dmise

par un laser C02. La localisation temporelle observbe est dairement libe aux phases successives

du processus de relaxation. Ces fluctuations sont observables pendant le mouvement hblicoidal

kink », mais la bouffbe principale correspond I la phase d'effondrement de la tempbrature.
Notre btude concerne cette forte bouffbe de densitb fluctuante nous montrons d'abord )es

propribtbs spectrales en frbquence et en nombre d'onde et la pseudo-relation de dispersion
correspondante. Los fluctuations sont localisdes dans l'espace elles se situent I l'intdrieur de la

surface q =

I et leur extension azimutale est d'environ 1201 Compte tenu du vrillage du plasma
central durant la phase de mouvement kink turbulent, cette localisation correspond I la

position azimutale off le flux de chaleur, sortant de la zone centrale du plasma, apparait le plus tbt

et bvolue le plus rapidement. Le niveau de puissance de ces fluctuations est deux ordres de

grandeur plus dlevk que celui de la turbulence quasi-stationnaire locale. Ces observations sont en

bon accord avec les prddictions du moddle de disruption en dent de scie proposb par Andrboletti.

Les fluctuations spdcifiques observdes prdsentent plusieurs similitudes avec la turbulence

«
magndtodrift

»
ddcrite dans ce moddle.

Abstract. Fluctuations specially related to the sawtooth internal disruption has been observed

on TFR tokamak plasmas by analyzing the fluctuations density iith C02 laser light scattering.
The time localization is clearly connected with the successive phases of the relaxation process.

Some specific fluctuations appear in relation to the kink motion, but te main burst corresponds to

the collapse phase. We concentrate our study on this strong burst and show first its frequency and

wave number spectral properties and the corresponding pseudo dispersion relation. The

fluctuations are spatially localized. They are within the interior of the q =
I surface and extend

approximately 120° azimuthally. Taking into account the twisting of the central plasma during the

turbulent kink phase, this location agrees with the azimuthal position of the sooner and faster »

outgoing heat flux. The power level of these fluctuations is two orders of magnitude larger than

the local quasi-stationary turbulence. These observations are in fair agreement with the
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predictions of the sawtooth disruption model previously proposed by Andreoletti. The observed

specific fluctuation§ show several similarities with the so-called «magnetodrift turbulence»

described in the model.

1. Introducdon.

Since its first experimental observation by Von Goeler et al. [Ii, sawtooth phenomenon, also

known as internal disruption, has remained an active research area. Although a lot of

theoretical works has been devoted to the subject over the last fifteen years [2-3 Ii, we have to

conclude that none of the theoretical models put forward so far are in agreement with all the

experimental data [32]. The stability of the most probable driving mechanisms, I-e- ideal and

resistive mhd kink motions, and the resistive tearing mode, have been the object of many

calculations [2-12] and are reasonably well understood. The central current density profile
plays an important r61e in these mechanisms, and measurements of the q(r) profile result in

two categories either very flat (q
m

I inside ri [35, 36], or rather deep (go
m

0.8 to 0.6 for

the center) [37, 38, 39] with seemingly a plateau near and inside ri [37, 40, 41]
(ri is the q= I surface radius). Furthermore in the case of a «monster» sawtooth

(regeneration period of more than 2 s) there is no doubt that the current density reaches a

smooth peaked profile with qo values much less than unity and without any plateau.
Nevertheless the crash following such a long regeneration period is similar to a common one.

It is even faster [45, 46] probably due to the higher value of the pressure gradient.
'The ideal mhd internal kink in cylindrical geometry is mainly a current driven mode,

unstable when q ~
l, even for a zero plasma pressure [2]. In toroidal geometry, the cylindrical

terms identically cancel out, and the toroidal kink is a pressure driven instability depending on

a shear integral S, a pressure gradient integral fl
o,

and coupling to a f~(m/n
=

2/1) harmonic

[3, 4]. lvhen the safety factor q has a monotonic non flat profile the calculated critical

fib value appears to be larger than the experimental flo value and so the internal kink is

stable. Moreover transition of an mhd system from stability to instability takes place through

w =

0, and so catastrophic increase of the kink motion can hardly be explained. Yet if the

instability could take place, it would be limited to a small amplitude by flux conservation [18].
Even the possible occurrence of small scale ideal mhd turbulence cannot provide a solution.

Due to the flux conservation and low fl energetics, the displacement and twisting of magnetic
lines must remain small because of the finite magnetic shear. In the low fl dynamics,
perturbations are almost divergence free and the pressure is conserved along with the Motion

dp/dt
m

0. So in the frame of flux preserving low fl ideal mhd, the collapse of a finite magnetic
shear configuration is impossible.

Resistivity can break the flux conservation constraint of ideal mhd, and so allows a fuller

development of the nonlinear evolution explaining the crash by the squashing of the hot core

itself [15]. But in a hot plasma, resistivity is weak and so evolution is slow. Furthermore, since

full reconnection implies that qo oscillates around one, the model cannot explain sawteeth in

plasmas with a central qo value weakly varying and much less than unity [37, 38, 39].
Turbulence is expected to accelerate transport and also magnetic reconnection. In an early

proposal by Samain [29], and Dubois et al. [30, 3 Ii the final collapse is attributed to the onset

of fine scale resistive mhd turbulence, initiated by a current sheet appearing all along the two

branches of the island separatrix, and propagating radially inwards and outwards.

The model proposed recently by Andreoletti [33, 34] relies on so-called «magnetodrift
turbulence initiated during the kink phase by the shear of the retum velocity flux, and
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during the collapse by the pressure gradient. The model includes explanations for many

aspects of the sawtooth phenomenon the low value of the critical po, the catastrophic
growth of the kink motion, cold bubble formation in the wake, crescent distortion of the hot

core, asymmetry of the outgoing heat flux, plateau formation in the q(r) profile. Plausible

explanations can also be given for the large variety of the sawtooth phenomena, concerning

precursor and successor oscillations, and partial sawteeth. Spectral properties, level estimates

and geometrical localization of the fluctuations are obtained from the model.

Recent observations by a tomographic treatment of two orthogonal soft X-ray cameras lead

to a two dimensional image of the dynamical process taking place during the relaxation [42-
47]. Tl1ey clearly show the large scale smooth convective cells of the kink like motion. In

addition to these phenomena, we have recently reported the observation of fluctuations

specifically associated with the sawtooth crash [48-51]. In these reports the time synchronism
and the frequency spectrum were given. In the present article a more detailed study is

reported. We show that the strongest fluctuations are radially and azimuthally localized. The

extension of the « fluctuations cell and its relative localization with respect to the kink

motion are given. The level is estimated relative to the quasi-stationary turbulence. As we

shall explain in the discussion, the observed sawtooth specific fluctuations do not correspond
to fully developed turbulence but rather to nascent turbulence structured by the production

process.

2. Experimental procedure.

The reported experiments have been performed on the TFR tokamak, a medium size

machine (R
=

I m ; a =

0.2 m) with a circular cross section. They concern standard ohmically
heated discharges e-g- B

=

4.5 T, 1
=

240 kA, central density 9 x 10~~ m~ ~, central electron

temperature of 1.2 to lA kev, central ion deuterium temperature of about 0.8 kev and edge
safety factor q~ =

3A. The effective plasma radius is around 18 cm and the estimated

q =

I surface radius is rj =

5 cm. The Z~~ values are typically around 2. The discharge lasts

about 0.5 s and the electron energy confinement time is 25 ms.

Sawtooth behaviour is observed throughout the discharge for most operating conditions

after the current profile has peaked. The main diagnostic used to study sawteeth is an array of

26 soft X-ray (SX) detectors, viewing the plasma from above. The array has a spatial
resolution of about 1.5 cm at the midplane and views the plasma from 15 cm inside the

equilibrium major radius to 16 cm outside. A brief description of this SX system can be found

on reference [31].
Detection of the density fluctuations is made with a conventional coherent scattering

apparatus usually employed to measure the quasi-stationary low frequency turbulence [52]. A

3 W CO~ single mode laser (A
; =

10.6 ~Lm ), with a beam radius wo =

1.3 cm in the plasma is

used. The beam crosses the plasma vertically and can be scanned in the major radial direction

from X
=

4 cm to X
=

+ 8 crn, with the negative values corresponding to the high field side

of the plasma. The collected signal is emitted from a vertical chord of the plasma. The

scattering angles are variable between 0.5 to 3mrad, thus allowing measurements of

horizontal wave numbers k between 3 and 20 cm~ The detector current I (t) is proportional

to the instantaneous space Fourier transform, with a k density fluctuations wave vector. It is

fed to a fast digitizer (100 MHz n x 32 Kwords butler) and sent to the TFR main computer.
After signal processing, we get the scattered power quantitatively proportional to the Fourier

transform S~(w ) of the space and time autocorrelation function of the fluctuating density
fi(r, t ).

The scattering set up and soft X-ray port are separated toroidally by 90° and comparison of
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the two measurements requires a poloidal rotation which is positive or negative, depending on

the directions of the current and main magnetic field.

3. Quasi-stationary turbulence.

Because there is a partial overlapping between the new « specific fluctuations and the quasi-
stationary (QS) ones, we have to recall in some detail the main properties of the usual QS

turbulence : w
and k spectra, « intermittency », radial profile. The power spectrum of usual

density fluctuations emitted from a plasma diameter is well approximated by four linear

sections [52], separated by three frequencies fj, f~, f~, in a double log scale representation :

log S~
=

F(log f) as shown in figure I. Although the spatial localization cannot be measured

along the direction of the laser beam (vertical direction), we can make a conjecture that the

spectrum is made of different portions, each associated with one particular zone. The partial

spectra of these emissive zones are schematically shown in figure I as dashed lines. The low

frequencies ~fm fj) are associated with the outer zone, the intermediate frequencies
~f

m
f~) with the gradient zone while the high frequency tail ~f

>
f~) is attributed to the

central region. Several subsidary observations sustain such a conjecture

ii During some ICRF auxiliary heating experiments, a large increase of the low frequency

part of the spectrum was observed every time a strong interaction of the plasma with the

limiter was noticed [53], suggesting a link between the low frequency behaviour and the outer

region of the plasma.

ii) When the scattering volume of observation is moved to a vertical chord away from the

center of the plasma (rla
m

2/3) the liigh frequency part of the spectrum ~f
>

f~) disappears.
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Fig. I. Average density fluctuations spectrum ofthe quasi-stationary turbulence versus frequency for

a central chord (k= scm-', frequency bandwith Af=6kHz). The dotted lines correspond to

conjectured spectrum associated with the different plasma zones. (R~)
=

(Sk)avdf=mean
~~

quadratic value of the stationary density fluctuations.
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iii) During pellet injection experiments, ablated in the gradient zone, the fluctuations

increase mainly in the intermediate frequency zone.

iv) Using phase contrast as an imaging technique for plasma density fluctuations, Weisen

[54] clearly shows that the low frequency part of the spectrum preferentially stems from the

outer plasma zones.

Associated k spectrum variations, after frequency integration, have been previously
published [52]. These exhibit an amplitude maximum for k

=

5 cm~~, and two apparent

decaying slopes for higher k values (Fig. 2). The decaying k~~.~ slope is considered to be

significant, however the apparent second observed slope k~ ~.~ is mainly due to a reduction of

the scattering volume. Indeed if the fluctuation wavevectors are perpendicular to the B field

lines, only those parts of the scattering volume where the observed k ± Ak is perpendicular to

B can contribute to the signal. For km 20crn~~ the relative wave number resolution

Ak/k« 0.07 becomes smaller than the magnetic line angle
a =

B~/Bj. Then the effective

scattering volume is reduced and does not coincide anymore with a full vertical chord. This

effect tends to increase the k exponent. The true value is somewhat smaller.

~2
<n>

~~~~ i k"~~

o

, ~-'5
k _/

I

k

I

I

(
I

i~

~

k lcm~l

2 4 6 8 10 20 t0 60

Fig. 2. Wave number spectrum of the quasi-stationary turbulence for a central chord.

Quasi-stationary behavior is only an average property. If we examine the time sequence in

more details by fragmenting the frequency spectrum, we observe interrnittency » [55]. This

is not very pronounced near the intermediate frequency fi but it is more important in the low

frequency part of the spectrum (near fj). In typical TFR plasmas, the successive bursts last

for At
=

30 to 60 ~Ls at intervals of time separated by 150 to 250 ~Ls (Fig. 3).
Moreover, the fluctuations amplitude is strongly nouniform. Many experiments have

shown that the relative density fluctuations are an increasing function of the radius with

central values in the range R/n
=

I to 3 x 10~ ~ and edge values R/n ir10~ (see for example
ls6jj.
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of a filtered frequency band (Central frequency
=

100 kHz, Af
=

± 30 kHz

k
=

7 crr~ ~) of the quasi-stationary turbulence «
intermittency ».

4. Specific density fluctuations.

4.I TIME ANALYSIS THE FouR PHASES. During internal disruptions, « specific » density
fluctuations have been detected [48]. They consist principally of a high frequency spectrum

(0.5 Mhz « f « 2.2 Mhz, for k
=

7 cm~ ~) which is superimposed on the quasi-stationary
turbulence previously reported. However, a more comprehensive study shows an evolution of

the fluctuations during the various phases of the intemal disruption as observed from the soft

X-ray radiation signals.
Four phases can be identified. The first shows a precursor oscillation and can possibly be

strongly shortened. The second corresponds to a helical displacement of the hot core. The

third shows a fast drop of the central emissivity with a poloidal expansion of the hot core and,
in the fourth one, the plasma tends to recover its poloidal symmetry. The traces (al to (e) in

figure 4 refer to the soft X-ray signals stemming from various chords while (o refers to the

mean square amplitude of the scattering signal filtered between 0.4 to 3.lmhz, for

k
=

5 cm~ The envelope of the high frequency signal itself is shown in figure 5.

An m
=

I precursor oscillation seen on the chords (b) and (d) constitutes the first

phase. No correlated particular modification appears on the density fluctuations.

The fast displacement of the hot core is observed as a decay of the X-ray signal (b) and

an increase of signal (d) indicating that the direction of the displacement is from (a) to (e).
During this second phase, a noticeable increase of the scattering signal is detected. The

duration of this period ranges from 15 to 20 ~Ls.

The third phase, lasting 20 ~Ls, corresponds to a rapid drop of the central emissivity and

to a heat pulse expelled outside the inversion radius (traces (al and (e)). We notice an

asymmetry in the process : the energy flow appears sooner and faster on chord (al than on

chord (e). During this phase, the power level of the «specific» fluctuations increases

considerably. It is maximum in the middle of this period and then decreases to a value close to

the one at the end of the second phase.
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Fig. 4.- Temporal evolutioi of soft X-ray signals and of specific density fluctuations during the

different phases of the sawtooth crash. a) to e) are soft X-ray signals for different chords from inner to

outer side of the torus. rj is the inversion surface radius. The portions of the soft X-ray signals
characteristic of the three last phases are in bold type. o shows the mean quadratic value of the density
fluctuations filtered above 0.4 MHz for a central chord (k

=

5 cm~ ').

The last phase is associated with a profile reorganisation. The heat flow continues on

chord (e). During this last phase, covering about 20 ~Ls, the level of the fluctuations is

comparable to the one during the second phase. Afterwards a few small bursts can be

observed, one of which is shown in figure 5.

4.2 FREQUENCY SPECTRUM IN THE FouR PHASES.- The spectral composition of the

fluctuations is not the same during the successive phases.
The weak «specific» fluctuations, clearly observed in relation to the fast helical

displacement lphase 2), correspond to frequencies f
m

f~, I.e. 400 kHz
w f « 600 kHz, for

k
=

scm~~. Below 400kHz the observation is masked by the part of the QS spectrum
attributed to the gradient zone turbulence. Nevertheless, a few examples show that an

increase of the fluctuations during the same period of time can be seen down to 200 or
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HF s19nal amplitude (f>0,4 MHz)

(a.u.)

Time

Fig. 5. Envelope of the high frequency filtered signal ~f
»

0A MHz k
=

5 cm~ ~), The four datum

lines correspond to those in figure 4.

250 kHz. These observations suggest a frequency domain approximately two times lower than

the one of the main burst during the collapse (see next section),
Estimation of the power level of phase 2 may also be difficult. For the part above 400 kHz,

we notice : (R~)~~~~ m
1/30 (R~

~~

Amplitude and frequency spectrum of the fluctuations
co apse

observed during the last phase (the retum) are similar,

The strong burst associated with the collapse lphase 3) is due to frequencies greater than

f~. It will be the object of a detailed analysis presented in the next chapter.

5. Specific fluctuations during the collapse.

5.I SPECTRAL PROPERTIES. The properties of these fluctuations will be described accord-

ing to two complementary approaches. Spectral analysis is used for the smaller scale

properties (which are not directly accessible in space-time, and are more irregular) whereas

spatio-temporal analysis will be used for the domain where the process is localized.

5.I,I Frequency spectrum. A 20 ~Ls period for the scattered signal is necessary to compute

a Fourier analysis and define a quasi instantaneous » spectrum of turbulence. Excluding the

time duration of the intemal disruption, thirty successive «quasi instantaneous»- spectra
preceding the crash and thirty others following it are performed, and averaged to define a

mean spectrum (S~)~~ of the quasi-stationary turbulence (Fig. 6a). It is important to note that
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Fig. 6,- Determination of the «specific» fluctuations sp~ctrum by substraction (central chord;

k
=

5 cm~ ~). a) Average frequency spectrum (Sk)av of the quasi-stationary turbulence IA f
=

24 kHz ;

(R~)
=

(S~)~~ df~. b) Frequency spectrum S~ of the total fluctuating signal during sawtooth collapse
~~

(Af
=

24 kHz). c) Frequency spectrum of the specific fluctuations ASk
=

Sk (S~)~~ ; the significant

spectrum is for frequencies greater than f~. (R()
=

0.19 corresponds to f
«

f~).

the shape and the amplitude of the spectrum prior and after the disruption are
identical,

showing that «
specific fluctuations and QS turbulence are two uncorrelated processes. A

spectrum S~(w) is performed during the collapse phase (drop of the central temperature)

(Fig, 6b). The difference AS~( ml
=

S~(w ) S~(w)~~ is attributed to the associated sawtooth

fluctuations (Fig. 6c). It essentially contains high frequency components. In the particular

example shown in figure 6c, AS~(w) covers the frequency range 390 kHz « f «1200 kHz

and presents a maximum around 610 kHz. The amplitude for frequencies below f~
=

390 kHz

retains an average value equal to zero. It exhibits the usual variations of the «quasi

instantaneous spectrum which are not significant. After an integration over frequency, we

can compute the mean quadratic value (AR~) of the specific density fluctuations associated

with the collapse. In this example, ( AR~ ) largely exceeds ( R~ )
~

( AR~ ) / ( R~ )
=

7 ),

demonstrating the importance of the new phenomenon. ~ ~~
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For the same signal we show in figure 7a, a spectrum calculated over a period twice as long
to give better resolution. The shape is roughly the same, but it shows the existence of some

fine structure. We also present two other examples (Fig. 7b, c) corresponding to different

sawteeth in order to give an idea of the variability of this spectrum. A mean shape was

obtained by superposition of several spectrum for different sawteeth and is shown in figure 5

of reference [50]. For higher values of the wave number k, the spectrum is displaced to higher
frequencies and becomes smoother and enlarged (Fig. 4 of [50]), Globally, the relative width

of the frequency spectrum is approximately one third (Aw/w m1/3).

5.1.2 Wave number spectrum. The density fluctuation level (Afi~) varies widely from one

disruption to another, values being scattered from I to 10 for comparable disruptions. These

wide variations will be understood in the next section 5.2. In spite of this large dispersion, we

oh~erve an average decay of (Afi~) for increasing values of k in the analysed domain
(swkw17cm~~) (Fig. 8). In the double log scale, the mean trace is a line of slope

m
5 ± 1, showing a

k~~~ ' variation law. This result is confirmed by several simultaneous

measurements, of two wave numbers (5 and 17 cm~ '). As compared to QS turbulence, the

relative width in the decreasing part of the k spectrum S(k)
=

k~ " is two times narrower since

Ak/k
=

I In.

-1
< an > la-u-I

1
;~

~,
( j

~ ~
~.( ~.~/~

~ ~Tt
~

~ j
~

~
5F

k cm-'

3 s 7 io 17

Fig. 8. -Wave number spectrum of the specific fluctuations (central chord).

5.1.3 Dispersion relation. For a given wave number, the frequency spectrum is widely
spread. However, we can trace a «pseudo» dispersion relation corresponding to the
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maximum of the frequency spectrum as a function of k. Figure 9b shows such a dispersion

curve. The dots mainly correspond to several disruptions although some of them correspond

to the analysis of two simultaneously measured k numbers in the same disruption
(k=5 and 17cm~' for example). It is possible to define a mean phase velocity

Vs
=

8 x
10~ m/s which is significantly greater than the phase velocity of the quasi-stationary

fluctuations V~s
=

2.3 x
10~ m/s shown on the same diagram. As already discussed [48] and

deduced from figure I, the phase velocity of QS turbulence in the central region is inferred to

be even smaller (m 1.5 x
10~ m/s).

o

Frequency o

lmHzl
~

lbl

o

o

o

o

o
~

o

/

/

/ k lam"'I

S lo lS 20

Fig. 9.- Dispersion curves (central chord). a) Quasi-stationary turbulence ; mean phase velocity

v~s =
2.3 x

10~ m/s. b) Specific fluctuations mean phase velocity V~ =
(8 ±

2)10~ m/s.

5.2 SPATIAL LOCALIZATION. For a fixed wave number we have analysed many
disruptions, and plot in figure10 (Afi~) as a function of the position X of the observation

chord. The envelope of the various points gives a first estimate of the radial localization of the

fluctuations. No signal is detected outside the q =
I surface and a depression of the amplitude

is apparent around X
=

0, suggesting that the fluctuations are located somewhere inside the

q =

I surface. A rough estimation of the width of the fluctuations domain can be deduced

from the experiment and tends to be on the 2 cm scale. The spatial incertitude is mainly due to

the laser beam width and the corresponding horizontal error bars are drawn on the figures.
The incertitude in the specific fluctuations power is due to the Hanning window choice. It is
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=

7 cm~ '. The difserent points correspond-
ing to a same position are obtained from various similar crashes. Crosses are deduced from figure 12 and

refer to azimuthal angle o
=

og. The dashed line represents the estimated radial variation for

o
=

oo.

estimated to be approximately ten per cent and is shown as vertical errors bars. The large
dispersion of the points in figure 10 for a given value of X suggests an azimuthal localization.

5.2.I Azimuthal localization. We shall separate the r and 0 variables, which comes to

assume that the emiting cell has a bean shape, centered on a surface of radius

ro with a characteristic radial extension Arc and a poloidal extension hoc (see Fig. I I). From

the raw experimental points in figure 10 we choose ro =

3 cm. By following the m =

I mode

observed on the soft X-ray signals just at the interior of the inversion radius
r z~ rj (trace b and

a of Fig. 4), the azimuthal position of the cold side at the beginning of the second phase is

called 0. For one particular X position of the scattering volume and one k wave number, we

analyze (Afi~) as a function of (0 00), 00 being the azimuthal angle of the ro circle

intersection with the axis of the scattering volume. The data are symmetrical. Under these

conditions, we choose (0 00)~ as a new variable. Figures 12 and 13 show such a study for

three X positions. The problem of determining the angle is equivalent to determine the phase
of a particular point on a sinusoidal curve. For doing this we use a time scale such that the
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Fig. ll. Main geometrical parameters. Schematic view of the «fluctuations cell and of the

scattering volume in a poloidal section.

signals show two or three oscillation periods. A careful marking of the successive maximum

and minimum permits an estimation of the phase with an error less than ±10° to 15[ Data

stemming from positive and negative values of (0 00) are represented by different symbols.
The amplitude depends drastically on (0 00)~. It is maximum for 0

=
00, with an

experimentally observed half width of ho
=

60° ± 10° for k
=

5 cm~ ' (Fig, 12) and 70° ±10°

for k
=

7 cm~' (Fig.13). From this analysis, we conclude that the strong fluctuations are

azimuthally localized on the cold side.

5.2.2 Radial localization. The maximum amplitude is observed when 0
=

00, I-e- when the

axis of the scattering volume coincides with the centre of the « fluctuations cell ». 1Vhen no

such experimental points exist, extrapolation of the line in figure12 is used to estimate the

maximum amplitude. These estimated maxima are reported as crosses in figure 10. They fall

on an envelope (the dashed line). From this azimuthal and radial analysis, we conclude that

the strong fluctuations are localized in a cell around a ring of radius ro =
2.5 cm =

rj/2.

5.2.3 High field side-low field side symmetry. A careful analysis of the azimuthal law of

variation of (Afi~) for two X positions symmetrical with respect to the magnetic axis have

been performed (Fig,13). Although the points gained from the outside chord quasi
systematically exceed the inner ones, both signals are close and therefore are inconclusive as

to the existence of a ballooning of the amplitude. The width of the localization cell, compared

to the diameter of the scattering beam, is too small in TFR. This study should be undertaken

on a bigger machine.

5.2.4 Numerical convolution. The collected signal stemming from the various scattering

volume elements is the result of a convolution in the Fourier space of the fluctuations cell
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Fig. 12. Azimuthal variation of the specific fluctuations for two difserent chords (k
=

5 cm~ ). a)
X

=

1.5 cm (crosses for o @o >
0 and open circles for o oo

<
0). b) X

=

0 cm (diameter). The

characteristic widths are defined at lle~.

characteristics and of the probing laser beam. The object of this section is to estimate

numerically the intrinsic properties of the fluctuations (spatial localization and k spectral
properties).

For a given wave number k, the measured quadratic mean value of the fluctuating density
associated to the sawtooth is

2 2

(Afi~)
= a

Afi(r U(r ) exp (ik r ) dr
= a

Afi(k') U(k k') dk'

where Afi(r) is the local specific fluctuating density and U(r) is the normalized local laser

beam profile given by two projected Gaussian functions in a plane perpendicular to its

direction of propagation I-e-

U(r
=

Uo exP ( (X Xol/Wo)~ exP (z/Wol~

The analysis is limited to the poloidal plane (in the toroidal direction, the fluctuating density is

assumed to have a characteristic length large compared to the beam diameter and will appear

as a constant).
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Fig, 13. Azimuthal variation of the specific fluctuations for two symmetrical chords (k
=

7 cm~ ' )
a) X

=

1.5 cm b) X
=

1.5 cm.

If we assume that, on the scale of the beam size, the fluctuations have a locally isotropic
spectrum in k~ k~ Fourier space, the computation is reduced to a convolution between the

spatial amplitude distribution and the beam profile. We take for the fluctuations amplitude
two Gaussian functions, in the radial r and azimuthal directions, respectively centered

around ro and
@o I-e-

A
=

A
o exp (r ro)/Arc)~ exp ((o o oi/Aoci~

and determine numerically the values of ro, Arc and hoc which give a good agreement with

the experimental results.

A better agreement is obtained if we assume a radially asymmetric Gaussian repartition,
with a characteristic width smaller for small radii. A good fit is found (Fig.14) for a

fluctuation cell defined by

ro =

1.7 cm ho
c =

1.2 rad

Arc,
=

0.3cmforr<ro; Arc~ =2cmforr»ro.

Several k spectra have been tested. We note that a pure radial k spectrum is inconsistent

with the observations and can be definitively discarded. Conversely, a purely azimuthal

k spectrum can account for the experiments with ro =
3 cm and Arc,

=
Arc~

=
2 cm.
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Fig. 14. Comparison between numerical convolution and experiment (k
=

7 cm ). Top azimuthal

specific density fluctuations variations. Bottom radial profile. Cell parameters are ro =1.7 cm,
hoc

=

1.2 rad, Arc,
=

0.3 cm for r < ro ; Arc~
=

2 cm for r > ro.

Consequently, we conclude that an approximately isotropic spectrum is present, on which a

partially azimuthal contribution could be superimposed. We insist that the fluctuations

cell » as drawn in figures I I and 17 is not a domain inside which fluctuations are restricted, but

simply a sketch of the place where the amplitude is stronger.

5.3 POWER LEVEL. The amplitude of the specific fluctuations will not be evaluated in

absolute terms, but rather compared with the local quasi-stationary fluctuations present in the

central region. The essential element in this discussion is the fact that the measured

fluctuations come from volume elements positioned along a chord (here a diameter) through
,the plasma. In order to make our estimation, the radial domain is divided in three regions a

central region (symbol cl for rla
<

0.4, a gradient region (symbol G) for 0.4
<

rla
<

0.9 and

an edge region (symbol El for 0.9
<

rla
<

I.I.

In these conditions, and by assuming that the fluctuations from different regions are

statistically not correlated, the total Q-S. collected fluctuations quadratic mean value is

12 2 2(l~)
=

di fi + di fi + di fi
E G C
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or (fi~)
=

(fi~)~+ (fi~)~+ (fi~)~ if the short notation (fi~) is used in place of

2
di fi

Admitting that the radial variation of the relative density fluctuations in a Tokamak is well

represented by the information gathered by Liewer in figure 8 in her review article [56] we

have the approximate relation (fiIn)~/(filn)c
=

30 to 50. Taking into account the observed

density profile such that nc/n~
=

6 and the relative length of the concerned regions, we get
(fi~)~=10(fi~)~. A similar estimation for the gradient and edge regions gives:

(fi~)~
=

(fi~)~. Thus for the total Q.S, fluctuations we have (fi~)
=

20 (fi~)
~,

For the example shown in figure 6 the ratio between the radially integrated specific
(Afi~) and the total Q-S- density fluctuations is such that (Afi~)/(fi~) =1.7. For a well

centered cell (0
=

00) the graph of figure 12 gives by extrapolation (Afi~) /(fi~)
=

2 and so

(Afi~) / (fi~)
~

=
40.

This ratio applies to fluctuating densities integrated on appropriated volumes of scattering.
For the specific fluctuating density it is the cell volume included in the diagnosing beam.

Taking into account the dimensions and the position of the cell we find that this volume is

approximately one half of the scattering volume for the Q-S. fluctuations in the central

region. Then the evaluation of the ratio between the local values of the specific and Q.S.
fluctuations gives

Afi~/fi[
=

100 to 200

The fact that the specific fluctuations appear to be maximum for k
<

5 cm~
' whereas QS

turbulence is maximum for k
=

5 cm~ ' could increase thil ratio a little.

Assuming a central QS relative density fluctuation equal to I to 3 x10~~, the specific
fluctuations are estimated to reach the value (AfiIn)c

=
2 to 3 x

10~~

We conclude that the specific fluctuations represent a strong phenomenon which appears a

good candidate for explain the strong increase of the transport during the collapse. Indeed,

we estimate the heat duffusivity during the bollapse as x~~jj~~~~=r)/4r~~jj~~~, where

rj =

5 cm, and
r~~jj~~~~ =

20 ~Ls, then

Xcoiiapse =
3 x

10~ cm~/s
=

100 J~s.

6. Heat flux asymmewy.

During the collapse, the heat flux ouside the q =

I surface is not azimuthally symmetrical.
This asymmetry can be seen on the SX signals. For example in figure 4 the heat flux appears

« sooner and faster» on chord (a) compared to chord (e). On the compass card rose of

figure 15, each point represents the azimuthal direction of the hot side in the plasma cross

section observed by the soft X-ray detectors. For each observed sawtooth we note at the

corresponding point, the direction of the sooner and faster heat flux by an arrow with an

aniplitude proportional to the sharpness of the asymmetry. We conclude that when the hot

side of the precursor, whose rotation is extrapolated to the beginning of the collapse, is

situated in the direction indicated on the figure by a cross (on the transition diameter), the

sooner and faster» heat flux direction is 0
=

2701 Therefore assuming an unmodified

rotation velocity of the hot core during the kink, the heat flux appears to be directed

3 w/4 away of the hot side, I-e- apparently at one corner of the fluctuations cell.

This result appears somewhat surprising at first glance. However, if we apply Andreoletti's
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Fig.15. Direction of the
« sooner and faster heat flux during the collapse (soft X-ray analysis).

o refers to the azimuthal hot core position, at the beginning of the collapse.

model (see next chapter), the plasma rotation could be modified by the turbulent kink. The

rotation of the edge part (r s rj slows down whereas the one of the more central part speeds

up, producing a twisted state. A subsidary observation tends to confirm the existence and the

large value of the twisting. We again draw, from the SX signals, a compass card rose

indicating the apparent direction of the fast kink displacement with respect to the azimuthal

position of the precursor asymmetry (Fig. 16). The angle 0 is the azimuthal position of the

precursor hot side at the beginning of the fast kink. The arrow length is proportional to the

observed amplitude of the fast displacement. When the hot side is situated in the

0 direction indicated by a cross, the fast displacement direction is 0
=

270[ The result is that

the fast kink is seen as if it was directed at w/2 in advance with respect to the precursor. This

can be explained by a composition of the kink displacement and an accelerated rotation of the

hot core 50 to 60). The estimated twisting angle is large on TFR (~ w/4) because the

plasma rotation is fast. Under these conditions, the azimuthal direction of the sooner and

faster » heat flux would coincide with the central position of the fluctuations cell (Fig. 17). On

large machines the plasma rotation is much slower and thus twisting is much less pronounced
but visible (see for example Fig. 22 of [46]).

The coincidence between the direction of the sooner and faster outwards heat flux, and

the centre of the fluctuations cell is a strong experimental element in favour of the increased

diffusivity being due to these fluctuations. Measurements performed on a large maclfine

having a slowly rotating plasma would give a more direct access to this information without

being confused by an additional rotation.
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7. Comparison with the turhulent models.

7,I NASCENT EDDY STRUCTURED TURBULENCE. Before undertaking a comparison
between our observations and predictions from the turbulent models, we shall discuss in what

restrictive sense the observed specific fluctuations can have to do with turbulence.
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In the evolution, in space or in time, of any fluid from a stable laminar or equilibrium
situation to a state of fully developed turbulence, one can distinguish three stages. The first

two are dominated by the production process. In the linear stage the instability gives rise to

small amplitude oscillations with narrow wave number and frequency spectra. During the

second non linear stage, the motion reaches a large saturated amplitude with a rather regular
spatial structure, and with somewhat enlarged spectra. In the last stage, the production

process becomes a small effect just compensating the energy losses due to dissipation, and the

system is dominated by propagation and transport in real space, and in the frequency and

wave number spaces. The spectra are much enlarged and the spatial structure is irregular. The

system asymptotically tends to a state of fully developed turbulence for which a statistical

description is relevant.

Since the observed specific fluctuations are situated in the same space and time domain

than the production process itself, there is no possibility to reach an asymptotic state of fully
developed statistical turbulence. The facts that the frequency and wave number spectra are

moderately broad (a factor of two or three less than for QS turbulence) and the amplitude is

large suggest that these fluctuations correspond to the intermediate state of «nascent

structured turbulence ».

In the magnetodrift turbulent model the fluctuations are spatially structured by the high
velocity shear of the retum flux due to the kink instability. This convective motion is

developing during the kink phase, becoming faster during the collapse and reversing during
the last phase. The return flux of these convective cells forms two adjacent vortex sheets of

opposite signs and the effect of the inertial instability is to split up these sheets in a series of

eddies of opposite signs drifting in the mean return stream.

A recently published experimental result [47] obtained from five arrays of soft X-ray
detectors tends to support this picture. The emissivity map shown in figure18 is a

reproduction of figure 3c of this reference. The wavy lines are apparently inside but not far

from the q
=

I surface. The finite extent of the oscillation domain and the divergence free

character of the velocity field imply the existence of eddies. An outline of their central part

has been drawn on the figure.

'

Fig. 18. Soft X-ray emissivity map during the fast helical displacement in the Tokamak of Varennes

[41]. Outline of the suggested velocity field has been superimposed.
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7.2 COMPARISON WITH THE RESISTIVE mhd TURBULENT MODEL. In this model [29, 30, 3 II

the sawtooth crash is initiated by a resistive tearing instability developing into an island. At

some point in the evolution, a singular current density layer appears on the separatrix,
corresponding to the cancellation of the flux lines angle at the X point. This current sheet is

unstable to high m resistive modes and a turbulent region appears and propagates from the

two branches of the separatrix to the inner and outer regions. Flattening of the electron

temperature and current density profiles is expected in these domains. The island itself is

unchanged. Then the possible residual hot core comes back to axisymmetry. This early
proposition was a tentative to remedy the slowness of the full reconnection model by
propagating the singular current layer through the plasma. But the resulting scenario

disagrees with several aspects of the sawtooth phenomenon. We first notice that precursorless
sawteeth are observed and the island, if any, is thus undetectably small. If we nevertheless

suppose that an island is formed, we note the absence in the model of a fast displacement
phase between the slow resistive island forrnation and the turbulent collapse. Then the

turbulence generated by the current sheet is evenly distributed in the 0 direction, and is

situated partly inside and partly outside the q =
I surface. In contrast the observed

fluctuations reported here are azimuthaly localized and do not exist for r » rj. Cold bubble

formation and crescent distortion of the hot core observed on X-ray tomography maps during
the collapse are not explained by the model. Also considering the outgoing heat flux, any

asymmetry in the model would be oriented in favour of the X point where the two turbulent

domains are in contact, rather than in the wake of the displacement.

7.3 COMPARISON WITH THE TWO FLUIDS MAGNETODRIFT TURBULENT MODEL. A qualita-
tive turbulent model has been proposed by Andreoletti as a tentative explanation of the

sawtooth mechanism [33, 34]. Here, we propose only to discuss the main elements correlated

to the above mentioned experimental data.

Nevertheless, for clarity we shall recall the main arguments sustaining this model. As

discussed in the introduction internal relaxation phenomenon appears impossible in the frame

of ideal mhd, mainly because of flux preservation. Some parallel electric field is necessary and

the proposed model rely on the Vp~len~ term of Ohm's law. This term can induce magnetic
field only if the plasma develops some « barodinity» (non zero indinaison of constant

pressure surfaces with respect to constant density surfaces). Formation of baroclinity can

result from the strong disparity of the electron and ion masses, if a sufficiently short

wavelengh appears along magnetic field lines. In a low fl plasma the parallel wavenumber

kj is not a free parameter due to the constraint of minimizing the magnetic energy
Ii perturbation. It is related to the local magnetic shear §~, and in the case of a quasi isotropic

perpendicular wavenumber k~ spectrum we have kj
=

w§~/qR. In a configuration with

sufficient large scale local shear asymmetry, the variation of kj along a magnetic line can be

such that motions exist that agree with mhd dynamics in the low shear part and with drift wave

dynamics in the high shear part. These motions have been called «magnetodrift». The

central mechanism in the model is the interplay between the kink instability that develops
local magnetic shear asyrnmetry and drives magnetodrift (md) oscillations, and these md

fluctuations that breaks magnetic surfaces and allows the development of the convective

motion.

Four phases are defined : resistive kink, turbulent kink, collapse and return. We shall now

successively compare the predictions of the model for each of the four phases, with our

observations of soft X-ray and of density fluctuations.

7.3.I The resistive kink. Just after the preceding relaxation the pressure gradient inside

rj is small, and according to the model the shear parameter ii at r = rj is also small. During
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the regeneration period they increase and the threshold for the resistive kink instability can be

reached. The growth rate for the resistive kink, taking into account diamagnetic and rotation

effects [10] gives y =4 x10~ s~' This is a little faster than the observed evolution of the

precursor oscillation whose growth time is
r =

300 to 400 ~Ls.

7.3.2 The turbulent kink. According to the model, the asymmetry of the local magnetic
shear produced in the resistive sheet, and the high velocity shear of the retum flux give rise to

inertially driven md turbulence. This turbulence triggers a fast transition from resistive kink to

quasi-mhd kink and allows its catastrophic increase. The absence of precursor oscillations

generally observed on large tokamaks is understood in the following way when the

q =
I radius rj is large, the Reynolds number for the return velocity stream in the resistive

layer is large, and so the transition from resistive kink to mind kink due io md turbulence

occurs soon. Since the duration of the resistive kink phase is short, and also rotation of large
plasmas is slow, precursor oscillations are not seen.

The radial velocity of the fast kink observed during the TFR sawteeth is approximately

V~ =
2 x

10~ cm/s. The retum flux velocity for smooth convective cells as observed on JET

tomography pictures [43] is estimated to be V~
=

2 V~ =
4 x

10~ cm/s. The typical frequency
of the inertially driven turbulence will be such that w =

kV~. For k
=

5 cm~' this gives
f

=

300 kHz, a value that could agree with our experimental estimations given in section 4.

The velocity fluctuations are expected to be (in similarity with hydrodynamics) about half

an order of magnitude smaller than the return stream velocity: 8V=1/3V~=
4/3 x 10~ cm/s. From the relation

8 V
=

k 8~b/B
=

kp, V;(T~/lj)(e 8~b/T~)

where k is k~, 8~b is the scalar potential fluctuation, and V~, p; are the ion thermal velocity
and the ion mean Larmor radius, we get for the density fluctuations the rough estimate :

~/~
~

(n/n)(~/kPi)(~ V/V;)
=

6 X
10~~

=
3(flirt)QS

and so

~~~
kink

~ ~~~
QS

Our experimental estimate for the non hidden part (400 kHz
<

f
<

500 kHz) is :

(fi~)
~ ~

=
l /30 (fi~)

~~

=
(l /30)(100 to 200) (fi~)

~~ =
5 (fi~)

~~

So an agreement between both estimations of (fi~)~~~~ is possible if we suppose that

fluctuations power in the generally masked part (200 kHz
<

f
<

400 kHz) is of the same

order as the one of the visible part.
The plasma rotation will be modified by the turbulent kink. The model includes the

breaking of the magnetic surfaces in the annular md turbulence domain. Due to the resulting
preferential escape of the light electronic gas from this zone, a local positive charge density

will appear among the generally obierved [57] negative potential and negative charge density
of the plasma. The corresponding local modification of curvature of the potential profile will

result in some flattening in the r = rj region and some steepening in the more central domain.

The consequence on the E x
(B/B~) rotation is a slowing down in the r = rj region and an

enhancement of the central core rotation, giving rise to some twisting of the plasma.

7.3.3 The collapse. The collapse of the temperature and density profiles is due, in the
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model, to a strong burst of md turbulence. The occurrence of this burst is related to some

threshold in the helical asymmetry of the local magnetic shear. This turbulence is mainly
located in the wake of the kink motion, and could explain the cold bubble formation and the

crescent distortion of the shifted hot core [43],.
As we have seen in the discussion of section 6, the azimuthal positions of respectively the

observed fluctuations cell and the « sooner and faster heat flux are not precisely opposite to

the hot spot position during the collapse. They present a phase lag of approximately
w/4 relative to the direction of plasma rotation, and the model suggests an explanation of this

angular discrepancy by the twisting effect (Fig.17).
The md turbulent motions are well represented by mind dynamics in the wake, and by drift

wave dynamics on the side and in front of the kink displacement. The local magnetic shear

parameter §~ on the side being approximately equal to the initial global shear § we have for the

frequency the estimate

w = a V, V~ )'"~
L-ii = a V, V~ )"~ w§/qR)

with I
< a « (M/m)"~, that is

a =

(M/m)"~,
a

being a parameter representing the expected
frequency shift towards the mhd domain

w » kj V~. In the proposed model, the magnetic

shear § increases during the turbulent kink and we assume that, at the end of this phase, its

value has become similar to the one of a regular current density profile. This gives us

§
=

0.25 for r s rj =
a/3. Thus we get

f
=

(2.8/2 w)(2 x
10~ cm/s x 1.5 x

10~ cm/s)"~ (0.25 #r/100 cm)
=

0.6 MHz

in good agreement with our observations.

The level of the specific fluctuations during the collapse as observed experimentally has

been estimated (Sect. 5) to reach the value AfiIn
=

2 to ) x 10~ ~. This is more than the usual

estimate from comparison of the perturbed and initial gradients fiIn
=

I/kr~
=

10~ ~ and it is

one third to one half of the initial density bump An/n
=

(rjla)~
=

6 x10~~ The numbers

suggest that the observed strong fluctuations are in an extreme nonlinear regime in which the

quadratic term 8V,Vn is of the same order as the linear ones. This corresponds to

8 V
=

w/k and gives the estimate

(~/~)NL
"

(n/n)('/kL Pi)(W/k)/Vi
"

3 X
10~~

We have seen (Sect. 5.1.2) that between k
=

5 cm~ ' and k
=

17 cm~ ' specific fluctuations

are strongly decreasing k~~ We can then guess that the maximum of the wave number

spectrum corresponds to a k value less than 5 cm~ ',
say 4 or 3 cm~ ' As to the large scale

kink, the known crescent deformation includes harmonics at least m =
2, m =

3 which

correspond to k
=

I cm ~. We observe that the unknown interval appears rather small. This

remark, and the fact that the estimated density fluctuation is a large fraction (1/3 to 1/2) of the

initial density bump, suggest that there may be no gap between the large scale and small scale

motions, but we have no direct proof of that. However the wavy emissivity lines in figure 18

(from the recent paper [47]) could represent a first experimental observation of the

interrnediate scale motion,

Coupling between the small scale and the large scale parts of the motion is expressed by
equating the mean phase velocity of the magnetodrift oscillations

w/k=kj a(VjV~)"~/(2pi)~' to the return velocity of the convective kink motion

V~
=

2 V~
=

2 rj/r~~jj~~~~. This coupling condition determines the characteristic time for the

collapse

r =
Rr

j
w§a VI '~ Vi' '~

p ]~
~~
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For TFR we get r~~jj~~~~ =
15 ~Ls in good agreement with the observed duration of the collapse

phase.

7.3.4 The return. When the pressure gradient has vanished md turbulence dies away.
According to the model, the return of the magnetic structure to a quasi-circular axisymmetri-
cal shape must be fast and will produce a new burst of md turbulence similar to the one during
the turbulent kink phase, resulting in the formation of an annular plateau q =

I in the

q(r) profile. Our observations have shown that in fact specific density fluctuations are similar

during the kink and return phases.
Depending on the flatness of the central current density profile (fast current rise, impurities

accumulation, non central additional heating...) there can be variations in the evolution of the

magnetic structure with a much more pronounced distortion and erosion of the shifted core,

resulting in no retum. In this case, the corresponding full reconnection will contribute to the

maintenance of the central current flatness. But these variations in the evolution are part of

the model itself and will be argued elsewhere.

8. Conclusion.

In the sawtooth internal disruption process, four phases can be identified. The last three are

characterized by the occurrence of an extra fluctuation which superimposes on the quasi-
stationary turbulence. During the collapse phase, this phenomenon is very strong and

localized inside the q
=

I surface. The strong fluctuations cell has a radial extension a little

less than rj and an azimuthal extension of one third of a turn. It is located at the cold area and

coincides with the azimuthal location of the sooner and faster heat flux. The relative width of

the
w spectrum is narrower than for QS turbulence, and suggests a quasi-coherent process.

The typical frequency and phase velocity are about four times higher than that of the local

quasi-stationary turbulence. The amplitude is two orders of magnitude larger than local QS
and possibly could explain the high value of the heat diffusivity during the collapse.

These observations are in favour of the two fluids qualitative model proposed by
Andreoletti. However in the model, the relaxation is the result of two interacting processes,

one large scale : the kink, and one small scale : magnetodrift turbulence. Strictly speaking
these two processes cannot be separated since the basic equations are nonlinear (mainly the

momentum one), and as noted in the discussion experimental observations suggest that there

may be no gap between the large scale and small scale parts of the motion. Moreover since the

experimentally observed fluctuations show rather narrow spectra the small scale motions can

hardly be considered as turbulence at least in the usual meaning of statistical fully developed
turbulence. Then the kink motion I/I with harmonics and the md fluctuations should evolve

together selfconsistently as one global process in which the main role of small scale md

fluctuations would be the breaking of flux conservation for the global convective motion.

According to the great difficulty of constructing such a theory, the only possibility appears

to be a numerical simulation based on the two fluids nonlinear equations evolving in toroidal

geometry. None of these aspects of the problem can be oversimplified if we want to reproduce
and therefore understand the internal relaxation. The toroidal geometry, since in the mhd

limit, calculations have shown that for I/I kink the cylindrical terms identically cancel out.

Full non linearity because coupling of the various scales is essential. Two fluids dynamics for

the forrnation of some parallel electric field breaking magnetic flux conservation.
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